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We work in symbolic dynamics, focusing on the classification theory of one-
dimensional shifts of finite type. This classification theory is built on invariants,
which enable us to describe the similarities and differences between systems.
We begin with a discussion of Bernoulli shifts. For a natural number n, assign
to each element i of the set {0, . . . , n−1} a number pi, such that p0 + · · ·+pn−1 = 1.
Let X be the set of sequences x = (xi)i∈Z where each xi ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}. Give to X
the sigma algebra A which is the product of the algebra of subsets of {0, . . . , n−1}.
Define a probability measure µ on X, given by µ = {p0, . . . , pn−1}Z. The triple
(X,A, µ) is a probability space.
Define the shift map σ : X → X by σ(x)i = xi+1 for each i ∈ Z. Then
σ is a measure-preserving transformation of (X,A, µ), and the dynamical system
(X,A, µ, σ) is a Bernoulli shift. As an example, the Bernoulli shift with n = 2 and
p0 = p1 =
1
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corresponds to tossing a fair coin infinitely often (indexed by Z).
In the 1950’s, Kolmogorov and Sinai introduced measure-theoretic entropy as
an isomorphism invariant for measure-preserving transformations on a probability




pi log pi. It follows that not all Bernoulli shifts are measurably iso-
morphic, as Bernoulli shifts defined by different probabilities pi typically do not
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have the same measure-theoretic entropy. Then in 1970, Ornstein [36] proved that
Bernoulli shifts of equal measure-theoretic entropy are measurably isomorphic. In
other words, not only is measure-theoretic entropy an isomorphism invariant for
Bernoulli shifts—it is a complete isomorphism invariant.
Often we think of the elements of {0, . . . , n−1} as states, and each coordinate
xk of a point x ∈ X represents one unit of time spent at state xk. For k > 0, we
think of the state xk as occurring in the future, x−k as having occurred in the past,
and x0 as the present state of x. A Bernoulli shift X has the property that, given
a state i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, the probability that a point x ∈ X has i as its present
state is independent of the past or future states of x (the probability that x0 = i is
simply pi).
This motivates us to consider objects, more general than Bernoulli shifts, for
which we tolerate a certain amount of dependence on the past. Let A be an n× n
stochastic matrix. Then A is the adjacency matrix for the directed labeled graph
G which has n vertices {v0, . . . , vn−1} and, for each A(i, j) 6= 0, there is a directed
edge in G beginning at vi and ending at vj, labeled A(i, j). We let X be the set
of sequences x = (xi)i∈Z such that each xi is a vertex in G, and each A(xi, xi+1) 6=
0. Then, with the appropriate sigma algebra A and measure µ, (X,A, µ, σ) is a













Notice here that the probability of a particular present state depends on the past.
For example, if x−1 = v0, then the probability of x0 = v0 is .3 whereas, if x−1 = v1,
then the probability of x0 = v0 is 1.
The basic building blocks of Markov chains are the irreducible Markov chains.
Generalizing [36], Friedman and Ornstein [22] classify irreducible Markov chains up
to measurable isomorphism in terms of measure-theoretic entropy and one additional
invariant—period.
But not only are we interested in Markov chains as measurable objects. Also
we may think of Markov chains topologically, as follows. For a Markov chain X
and associated directed graph G having vertex set {v0, . . . , vn−1}, give to X ⊂
{v0, . . . , vn−1}Z the topology T which is the relative of the product of the discrete
topology on {v0, . . . , vn−1}. Then (X, T ) is compact and metrizable, and the shift
map σ : (X, T ) → (X, T ) is a homeomorphism. (X, T , σ) is a topological dynamical
system called a shift of finite type (SFT).
The topological analogue of measurable isomorphism is topological conjugacy.
The problem of classifying SFTs up to topological conjugacy has turned out to
be more difficult than the problem of classifying Markov chains up to measurable
isomorphism. In fact, a complete set of invariants for topological conjugacy of
irreducible SFTs has yet to be found. However there do exist a number of weaker
equivalence relations up to which SFTs have been classified.
For an irreducible SFT X, there exists a Markov measure on X with respect
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to which the measure-theoretic entropy of X is maximized. This maximal measure-
theoretic entropy of X is also the topological entropy of X (topological entropy
having been defined in 1965 by Adler, Konheim and McAndrew [3] as the topolog-
ical analogue of measure-theoretic entropy). In light of Friedman and Ornstein’s
work [22], it is natural to ask what, if anything, can be said topologically about
irreducible SFTs of equal period which are measurably isomorphic with respect to
their maximal-entropy measures.
This question is answered in the seminal paper of Adler and Marcus [4]. Here
they introduce an equivalence relation on SFTs, called almost conjugacy (AC), for
which topological entropy and period are complete invariants. SFTs X and Y are
almost conjugate if they admit a common SFT extension Z, where the maps Z → X
and Z → Y giving the extension are surjective and one-to-one almost everywhere.
Given irreducible SFTs X and Y of equal period, with measures of maximal entropy
µX and µY respectively, X and Y are almost conjugate if and only if there exists a
measurable isomorphism (X,µX) → (Y, µY ).
To this point, all Markov chains we have considered have been two-sided,
in the sense that they arise as Z-products. But also it is natural to consider N-
products—the one-sided Markov chains. In contrast to the two-sided setting where
the shift map is an isomorphism, the shift map on a one-sided Markov chain is
merely an endomorphism (it is typically non-invertible). Surprisingly, whereas two-
sided Bernoulli shifts are classified in terms of measure-theoretic entropy, it follows
from [40], [42] and [43] that distinct one-sided Bernoulli shifts of equal measure-
theoretic entropy are never measurably isomorphic. What invariants are necessary
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and sufficient to classify one-sided Markov chains up to measurable isomorphism?
The answer to this question involves a class of maps between SFTs called
closing maps. The simplest examples of closing maps are resolving maps, which arise
from certain natural matrix equations, and which play a key role in the construction
of Adler and Marcus [4]. The (more general) closing maps are important to symbolic
dynamics because of their connections to algebraic invariants, and also because all
known general constructions of maps between SFTs involve closing maps. A map
between SFTs is right closing if it is injective on each unstable set of the domain,
and left closing if it is injective on each stable set of the domain. A map is closing if
it is right or left closing. If X and Y are irreducible SFTs with the same topological
entropy and period, then maps φX : Z → X and φY : Z → Y giving an almost
conjugacy between X and Y may be chosen to be closing maps. However, in the
construction [4], it is not possible to construct φX and φY that are either both right
closing or both left closing. (If one of φX or φY is right closing, then the other will
be left closing.)
The importance of closing maps is emphasized by connections to regular iso-
morphism. Bill Parry introduces (and studies) regular ismomorphisms of two-sided
Markov chains, first in [20] and also in [37]. Roughly speaking, a measurable isomor-
phism of two-sided Markov chains φ : (X,µ) → (Y, ν) is regular if knowing the past
and a bounded look into the future of a point x ∈ X determines the present state of
the point φ(x) ∈ Y . Recall that almost conjugacies of SFTs X and Y correspond to
measurable isomorphisms of Markov chains (X,µX) and (Y, µY ), where µX and µY
are the measures of maximal measure-theoretic entropy for X and Y respectively.
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Perhaps there is some stronger form of almost conjugacy, corresponding to regular
isomorphism?
Yes, there is, and it is called right closing almost conjugacy (RCAC): SFTs X
and Y are right closing almost conjugate if they admit a common SFT extension Z,
where the maps Z → X and Z → Y giving the extension are surjective, one-to-one
almost everywhere, and right closing. In [15], irreducible SFTs are classified up
to RCAC in terms of topological entropy, period, and an algebraic invariant called
ideal class. Regular isomorphisms are exactly the measurable isomorphisms that
right closing almost conjugacies induce.
In [8], Ashley, Marcus and Tuncel find computable invariants with which to
classify one-sided Markov chains up to measurable isomorphism. As Boyle and Tun-
cel point out in [18], these include in particular all invariants of regular isomorphism
of two-sided Markov chains.
In chapter 2, we investigate RCAC, but in a more general setting than was
studied in the past. The objects we consider are called G-shifts of finite type (G-
SFTs), and the maps between G-SFTs are called G-maps. For a finite group G, a
G-SFT is an SFT equipped with a continuous and shift commuting G-action. A
G-map X → Y between G-SFTs is a map of SFTs, equivariant with respect to the
G-actions on both X and Y . So a G-SFT is in particular an SFT, and may be
thought of as an SFT by simply ignoring the G-action. Similarly a G-map is in
particular a map of SFTs. The equivalence relations AC and RCAC are defined in
our new context by simply replacing ‘SFT’ with ‘G-SFT’ and ‘map’ with ‘G-map’
in the respective definitions.
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Our initial motivation to classify RCAC for irreducible G-SFTs was to answer
a question of Bill Parry [38]. Additionally, a classification of AC for irreducible
G-SFTs had appeared in [1] (and also in [37]), so the problem of classifying RCAC
for irreducible G-SFTs seemed natural. Also, there is a well-defined class of G-
SFTs (the ones where the G-action is free) which arise as skew products. The study
of skew products dates all the way back to von Neumann, and is of independent
interest.
In section 2.3, we generalize a number of results from the SFT context to
the G-SFT context, most noticeably with our Z+G Masking Lemma and our ZG
Replacement Theorem. Then in section 2.4 we show, somewhat surprisingly, that
for mixing G-SFTs arising as skew products, there are no new invariants of RCAC
that weren’t already invariants in the SFT context. This is not the case in general,
however, and in sections 2.5 and 2.6 we introduce some new invariants, and use
them to classify arbitrary irreducible G-SFTs up to RCAC. We conclude chapter 2
with a discussion of regular isomorphism in the G-SFT context.
In chapter 3, my co-author Joseph Barth and I study another equivalence re-
lation, called weak equivalence. As its name suggests, weak equivalence is a weak
relation—significantly weaker than AC or RCAC. Subshifts S and T are weak equiv-
alent if there exist full shifts Σn and Σm containing S and T , respectively, and maps
f : Σn → Σm and g : Σm → Σn such that f−1(T ) = S and g−1(S) = T .
Weak equivalence was introduced and studied by Beal and Perrin in [9]. Their
main result is a classification of a very special class of irreducible SFTs (the so-
called flower shifts) up to weak equivalence. This begs the question of what would
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be needed to classify arbitrary SFTs up to weak equivalence.
For an answer, first we investigate the structure of the most general class of
SFTs—reducible SFTs. Reducible SFTs are classified up to flow equivalence by
Huang in [23] and [24]; with Boyle, an alternative description appears in [11] and
[14]. Kim and Roush show in [26] that a solution to the problem of classifying
arbitrary SFTs up to topological conjugacy would follow from a solution in the
irreducible case.
We contribute to the theory of reducible SFTs in section 3.4 by introducing
the notion of a phase matrix for an SFT. We show that the set of phase matrices
for an SFT is a computable conjugacy invariant and, with Theorem 3.4.5, we give
necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of phase matrices for there to exist an
extension of a given map NW (S) → NW (T ) between nonwandering sets of SFTs S
and T to a map S → T . This enables us in section 3.5 to classify when there exists
a map from one SFT to another. Then in section 3.6 we classify weak equivalence
for SFTs, by showing that SFTs S and T are weak equivalent if and only if there
exist maps S → T and T → S.
The centerpiece of our work is an extension result (Theorem 3.4.5). As out-
lined in section 3.1, extension results are significant to symbolic dynamics. In section
3.6 we indicate that our work may be relevant to a difficult open problem on ex-
tensions (Problem 3.6.8). This problem is derived from the work of Maass [34], and
is formulated in terms of steady maps. We mention a certain special class of SFT
pairs (S, T ) such that there exists at least one map S → T which fails to be steady.
A natural question related to Theorem 3.4.5 is, given a surjective mapNW (S) →
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NW (T ) from the nonwandering set of and SFT S onto the nonwandering set of an
SFT T , what are necessary and sufficient conditions for there to exist an extension
of the given map to a surjective map S → T? We hope to answer this question in
the near future but, as of now, all we can say is that the answer to this question
will certainly be nontrivial.
Also difficult and open is the question of when there exists a surjective map
from one SFT onto another. An answer to the question posed in the preceding
paragraph would provide a reduction of this question to the irreducible case. How-
ever the irreducible case has shown itself to be extraordinarily challenging, and will
certainly involve deep algebraic invariants.
Chapter 2 was published as a paper in the journal Colloquium Mathematicum.
Chapter 3 is a paper in preprint, soon to be submitted for publication.
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Chapter 2
Right closing almost conjugacy for G-shifts of finite type
2.1 Introduction
For a finite group G, a G-shift of finite type (G-SFT) is a shift of finite type
(X, σ) together with a continuous G action on X which commutes with the shift
σ. For irreducible shifts of finite type, right closing almost conjugacy is classified
in terms of entropy, period, and an algebraic invariant called ideal class [15]. Bill
Parry [38] posed the following question: what additional invariants are necessary to
classify right closing almost conjugacy for irreducible G-SFTs? With Theorem 2.4.1
we show that for mixing G-SFTs where the G action is free, there are no additional
invariants. In section 2.5 we generalize Theorem 2.4.1 to mixing G-SFTs where the
G action is no longer assumed to be free. In section 2.6 we generalize further to
irreducible but periodic G-SFTs. As a corollary to our results we classify regular
isomorphism for G-Markov chains with respect to measures of maximal entropy.
Without the right closing assumption, almost conjugacy for irreducible G-
SFTs was classified by Roy Adler, Bruce Kitchens and Brian Marcus [1]. They were
working in a more general setting, but by modifying the proofs given here we can
arrive at the same classification of almost conjugacy for irreducible G-SFTs (as was
also done in [37]).
I thank Mike Boyle for many helpful discussions about this problem.
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2.2 Background and definitions
We assume some familiarity with shifts of finite type; [29] and [33] provide
more complete backgrounds. All of the free G-SFTs we consider arise out of skew
products, as in [16]. The study of skew products dates back to von Neumann, in
the context of ergodic measure preserving transformations on a probability space.
For an example of more recent work with skew products in ergodic theory, see [21].
Also see [39] and [41] (and their references) for recent results with skew products in
Livsic theory.
2.2.1 Shifts of finite type
Let A be an n × n matrix over the nonnegative integers Z+. Then A is the
adjacency matrix for a directed graph, GA, which has vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, and
the number of edges from vI to vJ is AIJ . Let EA = {edges in GA}, and put
ΣA = {x = (xi)i∈Z ∈ (EA)Z | each xixi+1 is a path in GA}.
With the appropriate topology (the relative of the product of the discrete topology
on EA), ΣA is a compact metric space. The shift on ΣA is the homeomorphism
σ : ΣA → ΣA given by (σx)i = xi+1. The pair (ΣA, σ) is the edge shift of finite type
(SFT) defined by A. Where σ is understood, we write just ΣA to denote (ΣA, σ).
A map between SFTs π : ΣA → ΣB is a continuous function such that π ◦
σ(x) = σ ◦π(x) for all x ∈ ΣA. The map π is one block if it is induced by a function
which sends each edge of GA to an edge of GB. A factor map is a surjective map.
An injective factor map is a conjugacy.
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The matrix A is irreducible if for each entry AIJ of A there is a natural number
N such that (AN)IJ > 0. If A is irreducible we say also that the graph GA and the
edge SFT ΣA are irreducible. The matrix A is primitive if there is a natural number
N such that for each entry AIJ of A, (A
N)IJ > 0. If A is primitive we say also that
the graph GA is primitive; in this case the edge SFT ΣA is mixing.
If λ is the Perron eigenvalue of A, then the entropy of ΣA is log λ. If v =
[v1, v2, . . . , vn]
T is a right Perron eigenvector with entries in the ring Z[1/λ], then
the ideal class of ΣA is the class of the Z[1/λ]-ideal which is generated by the
components v1, . . . , vn of v. A point x ∈ ΣA is periodic if there exists a natural
number p such that σp(x) = x. In this case p is a period of x; the smallest period of
x is called the least period of x. We define the period of the edge SFT ΣA to be the
greatest common divisor of the set of periods of periodic points in ΣA. The period
of the graph GA is the period of ΣA.
Any SFT (X, σ) is conjugate to some edge SFT (ΣA, σ). Then, the terms
irreducible, mixing, entropy, ideal class and period apply to X exactly as they apply
to ΣA. A point x ∈ X is doubly transitive if both sets {σn(x) : n ≥ 0} and {σn : n ≤
0} are dense in X. Two points x = (xn)n∈Z and y = (yn)n∈Z in X are left asymptotic
if there is an integer n such that xk = yk for all k ≤ n. A map between SFTs
π : X → Y is 1-1 a.e. if it is injective on the set of doubly transitive points in X.
The map π is right closing if, for each pair x, y ∈ X of distinct left asymptotic
points, π(x) 6= π(y). We say the SFTs X and Y are right closing almost conjugate
as SFTs if there is a third SFT Z which factors onto both X and Y by factor maps
which are 1-1 a.e. and right closing.
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2.2.2 G-shifts of finite type
Let G be a finite group. A G-SFT is an SFT (X, σ) together with a continuous
right G action on X such that σ(x · g) = σ(x) · g for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. We
say the G-SFT X (or the G action on X) is free if, for each non-identity element g
of G, x · g 6= x for all x ∈ X. We say X (or the G action on X) is faithful if, for
each non-identity element g of G, there exists some x ∈ X such that x · g 6= x. If
Y is another G-SFT, then a G-map π : X → Y is a map between SFTs such that
π(x · g) = π(x) · g for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. A G-factor map is a surjective G-map
and a G-conjugacy is an injective G-factor map. Two G-SFTs X and Y are right
closing almost conjugate as G-SFTs if there is a third G-SFT Z which factors onto
both X and Y by 1-1 a.e. and right closing G-factor maps. We point out that right
closing almost conjugate G-SFTs are in particular right closing almost conjugate
SFTs. The terms we define above for SFTs, such as irreducible, mixing, entropy,
ideal class and period, apply to a G-SFT X as they apply to X as an SFT.
2.2.3 Skew products and matrices over Z+G
By ZG we mean the integral group ring of G. We write an element x of ZG
as x =
∑
g∈G ngg, where each ng ∈ Z. Then for each g in G we define πg(x) = ng.
If πg(x) > 0, then g is a summand of x. If πg(x) > 0 for each g in G, then we say
x is very positive and write x  0. The augmentation of x is |x| =
∑
g∈G πg(x).
If A is a matrix over ZG, then A  0 if AIJ  0 for each entry AIJ of A. The
augmentation |A| is the matrix given by |A|IJ = |AIJ | for each entry AIJ of A. We
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let Z+G = {x ∈ ZG : πg(x) ≥ 0 for each g ∈ G}.
If G is a directed graph and l is a labeling of the edges of G by elements
of G, then we say (G, l) is a G-labeled graph. If A is a square matrix over Z+G,
then |A| is a square matrix over Z+ which, as before, is the adjacency matrix for
a directed graph G|A|. The matrix A corresponds to a G-labeled graph (G|A|, lA),
where lA is defined as follows: for each pair I, J of vertices in G|A|, AIJ =
∑
ngg
if and only if for each g ∈ G exactly ng of the edges from I to J are lA-labeled
g. The edge labeling lA determines a function τA : Σ|A| → G by τA(x) = lA(x0) for
each x = (xn)n∈Z in Σ|A|. The function τA is locally constant: for each x ∈ Σ|A|, τA
is constant on a neighborhood of x (here τA is constant on {y ∈ Σ|A| | y0 = x0}).
The function τA is the skewing function defined by A. Given two locally constant
functions τ1, τ2 : Σ|A| → G, we say τ1 is cohomologous to τ2 if there is another locally
constant h : Σ|A| → G such that τ1(x) = [h(σx)]−1 · τ2(x) · h(x) for each x ∈ Σ|A|.
The Z+G matrix A determines an automorphism SA : Σ|A|×G→ Σ|A|×G by
SA(x, g) = (σ(x), τA(x) · g), where τA is the skewing function defined by A. We say
the dynamical system (Σ|A| × G,SA) is the skew product defined by A. There is a
free right G action on (Σ|A| × G,SA) which commutes with the automorphism SA,
given by g : (x, h) 7→ (x, h · g). Often we write just SA as an abbreviation for the
skew product (Σ|A| ×G,SA)
We can present the skew product SA as a free G-SFT (which we also denote
by SA) as follows. As an edge SFT SA has graph G, where the vertex set of G is the
product of the vertex set of G|A| with G, and for each edge e from I to J in G|A|,
for each g in G, there is an edge from (I, g) to (J, lA(e) · g) in G. For each pair of
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vertices v, v′ of G we choose an ordering of the edges from v to v′, and let g in G
act by the one block map given by the unique automorphism of G which acts on the
vertex set of G by (J, h) 7→ (J, h · g), and which is order preserving.
In this way any skew product is a free G-SFT. Conversely, any free G-SFT is
G-conjugate to a skew product SA for some Z+G matrix A. We say a matrix A over
Z+G is very primitive if there exists a natural number N such that AN  0. One
easily checks that A is very primitive if and only if the G-SFT SA is mixing.
Square matrices A and B over Z+G are strong shift equivalent (SSE) over Z+G
if they are connected by a string of elementary moves of the following sort: there are
R and S over Z+G such that A = RS and B = SR. Parry has shown that A and
B are SSE over Z+G if and only if the skew products SA and SB are G-conjugate
[16, Prop. 2.7.1].
2.3 Some useful results
In this section we collect some results to be used later. We begin with the
known classification of right closing almost conjugacy for irreducible SFTs, which is
a corollary of [15, Theorem 7.1].
Theorem 2.3.1. Irreducible SFTs are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs if
and only if they have the same ideal class, entropy and period.
Lemma 2.3.2 (Z+G Masking Lemma). Let A and C be matrices over Z+G such
that the skew product SA is G-conjugate to a subsystem of the skew product SC.
Then there is a matrix B over Z+G such that A is a principal submatrix of B, and
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SB and SC are G-conjugate skew products.
Proof. If SA is G-conjugate to a subsystem of SC , then A is SSE over Z+G to a
principal submatrix of C [16, Prop. 2.7.1]. Nasu’s original Masking Lemma for
matrices over Z [35, Lemma 3.18] also holds for matrices over an arbitrary semiring
containing 0 and 1 [13, Appendix 1]; in particular it holds for matrices over Z+G.
This means there is a matrix B over Z+G such that A is a principal submatrix of
B, and B is SSE over Z+G to C; SB and SC are G-conjugate skew products by [16,
Prop. 2.7.1].
Lemma 2.3.3. Let A and B be matrices over Z+G. A G-factor map π : SA → SB
induces a factor map π : Σ|A| → Σ|B| such that the skewing function τA is coho-
mologous to τB ◦ π. Conversely, if π : Σ|A| → Σ|B| is a factor map such that τA is
cohomologous to τB ◦ π, then π induces a G-factor map π : SA → SB. The G-map
π is 1-1 a.e. and right closing if and only if the map π is 1-1 a.e. and right closing.
Proof. Let π : SA → SB be a G-factor map. Write π = π1×π2, so that for an element
(x, g) ∈ Σ|A| × G, π(x, g) = (π1(x, g), π2(x, g)). Let e denote the identity element
of G. Then π : (x, g) 7→ (π1(x, e), π2(x, e) · g), since π intertwines G actions. For
x ∈ Σ|A|, set π(x) = π1(x, e) and h(x) = π2(x, e), so that π(x, g) = (π(x), h(x) · g).
Look componentwise at the equality π ◦ SA = SB ◦ π. The first component shows
that π : Σ|A| → Σ|B| is a well-defined factor map. The second component shows that
τA(x) = [h(σx)]
−1 · (τB ◦ π)(x) · h(x) for each x ∈ Σ|A|. Hence τA is cohomologous
to τB ◦ π.
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Conversely, suppose π : Σ|A| → Σ|B| is a factor map such that τA is cohomolo-
gous to τB ◦π. Then there is a locally constant map h : Σ|A| → G such that for each
x ∈ Σ|A|, τA(x) = [h(σx)]−1 · (τB ◦ π)(x) · h(x). Define π : Σ|A| × G → Σ|B| × G by
π(x, g) = (π(x), h(x) · g). Observe that π is a G-factor map.
For the last statement of the lemma, consider the following commutative dia-










Both maps qA and qB are |G|-to-1 everywhere. Therefore π is 1-1 a.e. if and
only if π is 1-1 a.e. For the closing condition, note that if φ and ψ are maps between
irreducible SFTs, then φ ◦ ψ is right closing if and only if both φ and ψ are right
closing [15, Props. 4.10 and 4.11]. Because the constant-to-one maps qA and qB are
in particular right closing [29, Prop. 4.3.4], it follows that π is right closing if and
only if π is right closing.
If (G, l) is a G-labeled graph, then for a cycle s = s1s2 . . . sp in G we define the
weight of s by l(s) = l(s1)l(s2) · · · l(sp). The ratio group ∆l is the subgroup of G
given by
∆l = {l(s) · l(s′)−1 : s, s′ are cycles in G of the same length}
Theorem 2.3.4 (ZGReplacement Theorem). Let (G, l) and (G ′, l′) be irreducible
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G-labeled graphs of the same period which define edge SFTs Σ and Σ′ (respectively)
and skewing functions τ : Σ → G and τ ′ : Σ′ → G given by τ(x) = l(x0) and τ ′(x) =
l′(x0). Let π : Σ → Σ′ be a factor map such that τ is cohomologous to τ ′ ◦ π. If
∆l = ∆l′, then there is a 1-1 a.e. factor map π : Σ → Σ′ such that τ is cohomologous
to τ ′ ◦ π. Moreover, if π is right closing, then π can be taken to be right closing as
well.
In [5, Theorem 6.1], Ashley proves a version of his (Z) Replacement Theorem
for maps between irreducible Markov chains, which can be interpreted as follows.
Let R+ denote the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. Let (G, l) and
(G ′, l′) be irreducible R+-labeled graphs of the same period, which define irreducible
SFTs Σ and Σ′ and locally constant functions τ : Σ → R+ and τ ′ : Σ′ → R+ where
τ(x) = l(x0) and τ
′(x) = l′(x0). If the ratio groups ∆l and ∆l′ are equal (as
multiplicative subgroups of R+), and π : Σ → Σ′ is a factor map such that τ is
cohomologous to τ ′ ◦ π, then there is a 1-1 a.e. factor map π : Σ → Σ′ such that τ
is cohomologous to τ ′ ◦ π. Moreover, if π is right closing, then π can be taken to be
right closing as well.
If instead of R+-labeled graphs we consider G-labeled graphs, then we have
the statement of Theorem 2.3.4. To prove Theorem 2.3.4, one can easily check that
Ashley’s proof for R+-labeled graphs goes through for G-labeled graphs as well.
Theorem 2.3.5. Let X and Y be mixing free G-SFTs. Let π : X → Y be a G-factor
map which is right closing. Then there is a G-factor map π′ : X → Y which is 1-1
a.e. and right closing.
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Proof. Since X and Y are mixing free G-SFTs, assume without loss of generality
that X = SA and Y = SB for very primitive matrices A and B over Z+G. By
Lemma 2.3.3 the G-factor map π induces a map π : Σ|A| → Σ|B| such that τA is
cohomologous to τB ◦ π. Since A and B are very primitive the periods of G|A| and
G|B| are both 1, and furthermore ∆lA = ∆lB = G. So assume (by Theorem 2.3.4)
that the map π is 1-1 a.e. and right closing. Again apply Lemma 2.3.3 to obtain a
G-factor map π′ : SA → SB which is 1-1 a.e. and right closing.
2.4 Right closing almost conjugacy for mixing free G-SFTs
For mixing SFTs, entropy and ideal class are a complete set of invariants
of right closing almost conjugacy (Theorem 2.3.1). We show that there are no
additional invariants of right closing almost conjugacy for mixing free G-SFTs.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let X and Y be mixing free G-SFTs. Then the following are
equivalent.
1. X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as G-SFTs.
2. X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs.
3. X and Y have the same entropy and ideal class.
Moreover, assuming (2) or (3), the common extension of X and Y in (1) can be
taken to be a free G-SFT.
Proof. (2) ⇔ (3) follows from Theorem 2.3.1. Right closing almost conjugate G-
SFTs are in particular right closing almost conjugate as SFTs, so (1) ⇒ (2). It
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remains to show (2) ⇒ (1).
Let X and Y be mixing free G-SFTs which are right closing almost conjugate
as SFTs. Without loss of generality, assume that X and Y are skew products SA and
SB for very primitive matrices A and B over Z+G. Let lA, lB, τA and τB denote the
edge labelings and skewing functions defined by A and B, respectively (see section
2.2). Since SA and SB are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs, they have the
same entropy and ideal class (Theorem 2.3.1). The factor maps qA : SA → Σ|A| and
qB : SB → Σ|B| given by (x, g) 7→ x are |G|-to-1 everywhere. In particular they
preserve entropy and ideal class, so Σ|A| and Σ|B| have the same entropy and ideal
class. Hence Σ|A| and Σ|B| are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs (Theorem
2.3.1). Let Σ|C| be a common extension of Σ|A| and Σ|B| by 1-1 a.e. right closing


























Without loss of generality, assume the factor maps π1 and π2 are one block.
Define edge labelings l1 and l2 on G|C| by l1 = lA ◦ π1 and l2 = lB ◦ π2. The
labelings l1 and l2 correspond to matrices C1 and C2 (respectively) over Z+G such
that |C1| = |C2| = |C|. Define skewing functions τ1 : Σ|C| → G and τ2 : Σ|C| → G
by τ1(x) = l1(x0) and τ2(x) = l2(x0). Define G-factor maps π1 : SC1 → SA and
π2 : SC2 → SB by π1(x, g) = (π1(x), g) and π2(x, g) = (π2(x), g). Let q1 : SC1 → Σ|C|


















































The factor maps π1 and π2 are 1-1 a.e. and right closing, so the factor maps
π1 and π2 are as well (Lemma 2.3.3). In particular SC1 and SC2 are mixing free
G-SFTs, so C1 and C2 are very primitive. Let l be the (G×G)-labeling l = l1 × l2.
Then l corresponds to a Z+(G × G) matrix whose augmentation is |C|. Call this
matrix C. Let τ : Σ|C| → G×G denote the skewing function given by τ(x) = l(x0).
Claim 2.4.2. There is a vertex I in G|C| and a natural number N such that there
is a collection U of paths of length N from I to I with the following properties:
1. for each g in G there are at least |G| paths u ∈ U with weights l1(u) = g.
2. for each g in G there are at least |G| paths u ∈ U with weights l2(u) = g.
3. for each u = u1u2 · · ·uN ∈ U the point xu ∈ Σ|C|, defined by xui = uj if
i ≡ j mod N , has least period N .
4. if u and v are distinct paths in U , then xu and xv are in different orbits under
the shift.
To prove the claim, let α be the element of Z+G given by α =
∑
g∈G g. Fix
a vertex I in G|C|. Let η be the number of cycles of length 1 in G|C|, and choose
a positive integer k large enough so that k − η ≥ |G|. Since C1 and C2 are very
primitive matrices there is a positive integer M = M(k) such that, for i = 1, 2 and
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for all m ≥M , k · α is a summand of (Cmi )II . Let N ≥M be a prime number. Let
V be the set of all N -paths from I to I. Each v = v1v2 · · · vN ∈ V defines a point
xv ∈ Σ|C| by xvi = vj if i ≡ j mod N . Since N is prime, each such xv has least
period either N or 1. Let V1 = {v ∈ V : xv has least period 1} and U = V − V1.
It remains to verify that U satisfies the properties of the claim. Note that, for
i = 1, 2, each monomial summand g of (CNi )II corresponds to a path v ∈ V with
weight li(v) = g. Also, N was chosen so that k · α is a summand of each (CNi )II .
So for i = 1, 2 and for each g ∈ G, there are at least k paths v ∈ V with weight
li(v) = g. There are only η cycles of length 1 in G|C|, so in particular |V1| ≤ η. But
k− η ≥ |G|. Hence, for i = 1, 2 and for each g ∈ G, there are at least k paths u ∈ U
with weight li(u) = g, which verifies properties (1) and (2). Properties (3) and (4)
are true by construction of U . This proves the claim.
Now consider all points xu ∈ Σ|C| such that u ∈ U . Let Σ|C| denote the
smallest closed σ-invariant subset of Σ|C| containing all points of this form. Then
Σ|C|×G is a closed SC-invariant subset of Σ|C|×G, so it is a subsystem of the skew
product SC . Let SC denote this subsystem of SC .
Construct a (G × G)-labeled graph (H, lH) as follows. The vertex set of H
consists of N vertices, I1, I2, . . . , IN . For j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, draw exactly one
edge starting at Ij and ending at Ij+1, and give this edge the lH-label (e, e), where
e is the identity element of G. From IN to I1 draw exactly |U| edges, call them
s1, s2, . . . , s|U|. Let S = {s1, s2, . . . , s|U|}, and fix a set bijection φ : S → U . For
si ∈ S, put lH(si) = l(φ(si)) = (l1(φ(si)), l2(φ(si))).
LetD be the Z+(G×G) adjacency matrix for the (G×G)-labeled graph (H, lH).
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Observe that the set bijection φ : S → U induces a (G×G)-conjugacy between SD
and SC . Assume without loss of generality that D is a principal submatrix of C
(Lemma 2.3.2), so that (H, lH) is an induced sub-labeled graph of (G|C|, l).
For each g ∈ G, at least |G| of the edges si ∈ S have l-labels of the form
(g, ·), and at least |G| of the si ∈ S have l-labels of the form (·, g) (by definition).
Therefore there is a way to permute the second coordinates of the l-labelings of
edges in S such that each (g, h) ∈ G × G labels at least one si ∈ S. Equivalently,
there exists a graph isomorphism P of G|C| which fixes all edges except those in
S, and permutes the set S such that for any (g, h) ∈ G × G, there is at least one
edge si ∈ S with (l1(si), l2 ◦ P (si)) = (g, h). Fix a graph isomorphism P with this
property and set l′ to be the (G × G)-labeling of G|C| given by l′ = l1 × (l2 ◦ P ).
Let P denote the automorphism of Σ|C| induced by P . Let C
′
2 be the Z+G matrix
defined by the edge labeling l2 ◦ P of G|C|. Note that the map ψ : SC′2 → SC2 given
by (x, g) 7→ (P (x), g) is a G-conjugacy.
Let C ′ be the Z+(G × G) matrix defined by the edge labeling l′ of G|C|, and
let τ ′ : Σ|C| → G × G be the skewing function given by τ ′(x) = l′(x0). Then SC′
is the skew product (Σ|C| × G × G,SC′), where SC′(x, g, h) = (σ(x), τ ′(g, h)) =
(σ(x), τ1(x) · g, (τ2 ◦P )(x) ·h), and G×G acts by (k, l) : (x, g, h) 7→ (x, gk, hl). Note
that C ′ is very primitive. (This is because, with I = I1 and N as above, (C
′N)II has
as a summand every element of G×G.) Therefore SC′ is a mixing free (G×G)-SFT.
From now on, regard SC′ as a mixing free G-SFT by restricting the (G×G)-
action to the diagonal: let an element g ∈ G act by (x, h, k) 7→ (x, hg, kg). Let
p1 : SC′ → SC1 be the |G|-to-one factor map (x, g, h) 7→ (x, g), and let p2 : SC′ → SC′2
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be the |G|-to-one factor map (x, g, h) 7→ (x, h). Note that p1 and p2 are G-factor
maps; they are right closing because they are constant-to-one [29, Prop 4.3.4]. This





























SC′ is a mixing free G-SFT, so by Theorem 2.3.5, the right closing G-factor
maps π1 ◦ p1 and π2 ◦ ψ ◦ p2 can be replaced by 1-1 a.e. and right closing G-factor
maps. This proves the theorem.
2.5 General mixing G-SFTs
In this section we classify right closing almost conjugacy for mixing G-SFTs
where the G action is no longer assumed to be free. We will need this generalization
to classify the irreducible but periodic case in section 2.6. We begin with a result
for faithful G-SFTs, which were defined in section 2.2.
Lemma 2.5.1. Any irreducible faithful G-SFT is a 1-1 a.e. right closing G-factor
of an irreducible free G-SFT.
Lemma 2.5.1 is a corollary of [1, Theorem 3]. If X is a G-SFT, we let HX
denote the normal subgroup of G which acts by the identity map. Then X is a
faithful (G/HX)-SFT where, for all g ∈ G and x ∈ X, x · (gHX) = x · g.
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Theorem 2.5.2. Let X and Y be mixing G-SFTs. Then the following are equiva-
lent.
1. X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as G-SFTs
2. X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs, and HX = HY .
3. X and Y have the same entropy and ideal class, and HX = HY .
Proof. (2) ⇔ (3) follows from Theorem 2.3.1. If X and Y are right closing almost
conjugate as G-SFTs, then in particular they are right closing almost conjugate as
SFTs. Moreover, if Z is a common 1-1 a.e. right closing G-extension of X and
Y , then HX = HZ and HY = HZ , because 1-1 a.e. G-factor maps preserve the
subgroup HZ . This proves (1) ⇒ (2).
Conversely, suppose X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as SFTs, and
H = HX = HY . Then X and Y are faithful (G/H)-SFTs, where for all x ∈ X,
y ∈ Y and g ∈ G, x · (gH) = x · g and y · (gH) = y · g. Hence there are free (G/H)-
SFTs X̂ and Ŷ , and 1-1 a.e. right closing (G/H)-factor maps θX : X̂ → X and
θY : Ŷ → Y (Lemma 2.5.1). Since X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as
SFTs, they have the same entropy and ideal class. Since θX and θY are right closing
factor maps between irreducible SFTs, they preserve entropy and ideal classes. So X̂
and Ŷ have the same entropy and ideal class, and are therefore right closing almost
conjugate as SFTs. Thus X̂ and Ŷ are right closing almost conjugate as (G/H)-
SFTs, and the common extension can be taken to be a free (G/H)-SFT (Theorem
2.4.1). Let Z be a free (G/H)-SFT with 1-1 a.e. right closing (G/H)-factor maps




















For all x̂ ∈ X̂, ŷ ∈ Ŷ and g ∈ G, put x̂ · g = x̂ · (gH) and ŷ · g = ŷ · (gH).
With these G actions, X̂ and Ŷ are G-SFTs, and θX and θY are now G-maps. For
all z ∈ Z and g ∈ G, put g · z = z · (gH). This G action makes Z a G-SFT as
well, and πX and πY are now G-maps. Thus Z together with the maps θX ◦ πX and
θY ◦ πY give a right closing almost conjugacy between X and Y as G-SFTs.
2.6 The irreducible but periodic case
Here we classify right closing almost conjugacy for irreducible but periodic G-
SFTs. If (X, σ) is an irreducible G-SFT of period p, then we let X0, X1, . . . , Xp−1
denote the cyclically moving subsets of X under σ. Then for 0 ≤ n ≤ p−1, (Xn, σp)
is a mixing SFT. The (Xn, σp) are pairwise conjugate SFTs and the action of G on
(X, σ) permutes the (Xn, σp). If the entropy of (X, σ) is log(λ), then the entropy of
each (Xn, σp) is log(λp). The ideal class (in Z[1/λp]) of (Xn, σp) is determined by
the ideal class (in Z[1/λ]) of (X, σ). We let X = X0 and σ = σp|X . Then as SFTs,




(x, n+ 1) if 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 2,
(σ(x), 0) if n = p− 1.
(2.6.1)
We give to X×{0, . . . , p−1} the G action which is the image under conjugacy
of the G action on X, so that X is G-conjugate to X ×{0, . . . , p− 1}. Without loss
of generality, we assume from now on that irreducible but periodic G-SFTs are of
the form (X, σ) = (X × {0, . . . , p− 1}, σ), where the shift σ is given by 2.6.1.
By Zp we mean the group of integers {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} with addition mod p.
The G action on X determines a homomorphism φX : G→ Zp, given by φX(g) = k
if and only if g : (X, 0) 7→ (X, k). We refer to φX as the action homomorphism for
the G-SFT (X, σ). Note that for 0 ≤ n ≤ p − 1 and for each g ∈ G, g : (X,n) 7→
(X,n + φX(g)(mod p)), where the action on the first coordinate is given by some
automorphism Ug of (X, σ). The first coordinate automorphisms {Ug}g∈G define a
G action on (X, σ), given by g : x 7→ Ug(x). This G action on X is not necessarily
free, even if the G action on X is free. We refer to the G-SFT X as the base G-SFT
for X. We point out that base G-SFTs are mixing, so right closing almost conjugacy
of base G-SFTs is classified by Theorem 2.5.2.
Theorem 2.6.2. Let X and Y be irreducible G-SFTs. Then the following are
equivalent.
1. X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as G-SFTs.
2. The base G-SFTs X and Y for X and Y are right closing almost conjugate as
G-SFTs, and the action homomorphisms φX and φY are the same.
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Proof. Suppose (X, σ) and (Y, σ) are right closing almost conjugate as G-SFTs.
Then there is a G-SFT (Z, σ) and 1-1 a.e. right closing G-factor maps πX : Z → X
and πY : Z → Y . The maps πX and πY preserve period, so Z must have period
p, where p is the period of both X and Y . Furthermore Z must be irreducible
because X and Y are irreducible. Without loss of generality, assume that Z =
Z × {0, . . . , p − 1} where Z is the base G-SFT for Z. Further assume (X, 0) =
πX(Z, 0) and (Y , 0) = πY (Z, 0), where X and Y are the base G-SFTs for X and Y
respectively. Observe that for 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1,
πX(Z, n) = πX ◦ σn(Z, 0)
= σn ◦ πX(Z, 0)
= σn(X, 0)
= (X,n).
In particular φX = φZ (since πX intertwines G actions). Similarly φY = φZ .
Let PZ : Z → Z be the G-factor map (z, n) 7→ z and let PX : X → X be the
G-factor map (x, n) 7→ x. Since πX(Z, n) = (X,n) for 0 ≤ n ≤ p − 1, there is a










πX is 1-1 a.e. and right closing because πX is. Similarly construct a 1-1 a.e.
right closing G-factor map πY : Z → Y . Then X and Y are right closing almost
conjugate as G-SFTs.
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Conversely, suppose the baseG-SFTs (X, σ) and (Y , σ) are right closing almost
conjugate as G-SFTs, and φ = φX = φY . In particular, X and Y have the same
period p. Let (Z, σ) be a G-SFT with 1-1 a.e. right closing G-factor maps πX : Z →
X and πY : Z → Y . Let Z = Z × {0, . . . , p − 1} with the shift defined as in
2.6.1. Define a G action on Z by g : (z, n) 7→ (z · g, n+ φ(g)(mod p)). Define maps
πX : Z → X and πY : Z → Y by πX(z, n) = (πX(z), n) and πY (z, n) = (πY (z), n).
Then πX and πY are G-factor maps. They are 1-1 a.e. and right closing because πX
and πY are.
2.7 Regular isomorphism of G-Markov chains
Let (X,µ) and (Y, ν) be irreducible Markov chains with Markov measures µ
and ν. Let α and β be the time zero partitions of X and Y , respectively. Consider
the past σ-algebras α− =
∨∞
n=0 σ
nα and β− =
∨∞
n=0 σ
nβ. Then (X,µ) and (Y, ν) are
regularly isomorphic if there is a measurable isomorphism φ : (X,µ) → (Y, ν) such
that
φ−1(β−) ⊂ σ−Nα− = α− ∨ σ−1α ∨ · · · ∨ σ−Nα ,
φ(α−) ⊂ σ−Nβ− = β− ∨ σ−1β ∨ · · · ∨ σ−Nβ
for some non-negative integer N . The idea of regular isomorphism was introduced
and studied by Parry, first in [20] and also in [37]. For a regular isomorphism φ
(in contrast to an arbitrary measurable isomorphism), to code the present (φx)0, it
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suffices to know the past and a bounded look into the future x(−∞,N ]. Boyle and
Tuncel [17] show this measurable coding relation has a more finite and continuous
formulation, as follows.
Theorem 2.7.1. Irreducible Markov chains (X,µ) and (Y, ν) are regularly isomor-
phic if and only if there exists an irreducible Markov chain (Z, η) and 1-1 a.e. right
closing factor maps πX : (Z, η) → (X,µ) and πY : (Z, η) → (Y, ν).
A G-Markov chain is a Markov chain (X,µ) such that X is a G-SFT and µ is a
G-invariant Markov measure onX. Say that irreducibleG-Markov chains (X,µ) and
(Y, ν) areG-regularly isomorphic if there is a regular isomorphism φ : (X,µ) → (Y, ν)
such that φ is G-equivariant. By Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.7.1 we have the following.
Corollary 2.7.2. Mixing free G-Markov chains (X,µX) and (Y, µY ), with unique
measures of maximal entropy µX and µY , are G-regularly isomorphic if and only if
(X,µX) and (Y, µY ) are regularly isomorphic as Markov chains.
In the general irreducible case, G-regular isomorphism with respect to mea-




Weak equivalence for shifts of finite type
3.1 Introduction
In [9], Beal and Perrin introduce an equivalence relation on subshifts called
weak equivalence, and classify a special collection of irreducible shifts of finite type
(SFTs) up to weak equivalence. We classify arbitrary SFTs up to weak equivalence.
For this, first we prove an extension theorem: Given a homomorphism from the
nonwandering set of an SFT S to the nonwandering set of an SFT T , we give
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an extension of the given
homomorphism to a homomorphism from S to T . We use this extension result to
give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a homomorphism from
one SFT to another.
Extension results are significant in symbolic dynamics. Boyle’s extension re-
sult [10, Extension Lemma 2.4] is the key to characterizing when there exists an
epimorphism from one mixing SFT onto another of lower entropy, and has had
other applications as well. (For example, a refinement of that result, [17, Theorem
5.3], establishes that the Markovian property of a homomorphism is in a certain
sense not local.) The extension theorem for inert automorphisms of Kim and Roush
[25] is a central tool in the study of automorphisms of an SFT. (See [12], [27] and
[28].) The study [7] provides a variety of surjective extension results. It follows from
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the work of Maass [34] that an open problem on extensions, Problem 3.6.8 below, is
very closely related to the problem of characterizing the limit sets of stable cellular
automaton maps.
As a consequence of Lightwood’s machinery for extending certain classes of
homomorphisms of Z2 SFTs, we know that for a large class of examples the key issue
for existence of an embedding between Z2 SFTs is the existence of a homomorphism
between them [31, 32]. This provides some additional motivation for our existence
result in the more tractable d = 1 case.
We thank Danrun Huang for calling our attention to the paper of Beal and
Perrin, and we thank Mike Boyle for many helpful discussions about this problem.
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Shifts of finite type
We assume some familiarity with shifts of finite type. See [29] and [33] for
more complete background.
Given n > 0, let Σn = {0, . . . , n − 1}Z denote the set of doubly-infinite se-
quences (xi)i∈Z where each xi ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Give to Σn the product of the
discrete topology on {0, . . . , n− 1}. Then Σn is compact and metrizable. The shift
is the homeomorphism σ : Σn → Σn given by σ(x)i = xi+1. The pair (Σn, σ) (or
just Σn for short) is the full n-shift. A full shift is a full n-shift for some n. If S is
a closed, σ-invariant subset of a full shift, then the pair (S, σ) (or just S for short)
is a subshift.
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A word on {0, . . . , n − 1} is a finite concatenation w1 . . . wk, where each wi ∈
{0, . . . , n − 1}. Given a subshift S, a point x ∈ S, and coordinates i < j, often we
write x[i, j] to denote the word xi · · ·xj.
If a subshift S may be written
S = Σn \ {x ∈ Σn : no word in F appears in x}
for a finite set of words F , then S is a shift of finite type (SFT).
A homomorphism f : S → T from one SFT to another is a σ-equivariant
function such that, for each x ∈ S, f(x)0 is determined by x−i · · ·x0 · · ·xj for some
i, j ≥ 0. Then f is r-block where r = i+j+1. If f is surjective it is an epimorphism.
An injective epimorphism is an isomorphism. Any homomorphism f : S → T is
isomorphic to a one-block homomorphism, in the sense that there exists an SFT S ′
and an isomorphism ϕ : S ′ → S such that f ◦ ϕ is one-block.
3.2.2 Edge shifts
Let A be an n × n matrix over the non-negative integers which has no 0-row
or 0-column. Then A is the adjacency matrix for a directed graph G(A): G(A)
has vertex set {v1, . . . , vn} where the number of edges from vi to vj is A(i, j). Let
E(A) = {edges in G(A)} and V(A) = {vertices in G(A)}. Put
ΣA = {x = (xi)i∈Z ∈ E(A)Z | each xixi+1 is a path in G(A)}.
Give to ΣA the relative of the product of the discrete topology on E(A). Then, by
thinking of edges in E(A) as numbers in {0, . . . , |E(A)| − 1}, ΣA is a special type of
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subshift, called an edge shift. Any edge shift is an SFT. Also, any SFT is isomorphic
to an edge shift.
3.2.3 Irreducible shifts of finite type
Let A be as in section 3.2.2. Then A, G(A), and ΣA are irreducible if, for each
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, there exists L = L(i, j) such that AL(i, j) > 0. If there exists a uniform
L > 0 such that AL(i, j) > 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, then A and G(A) are primitive . If
A is primitive, then ΣA is mixing.
A point x ∈ ΣA is periodic if there exists p > 0 such that σp(x) = x. In this
case p is a period of x. When A is irreducible, we define the period of A, G(A) and
ΣA to be the greatest common divisor of the set of periods of the periodic points in
ΣA. Note that for primitive A, the period of A is 1.
Given a path w = w0 · · ·wl−1 of edges in G(A), the length of w is |w| = l.
Denote by in(w) and ter(w) the initial and terminal vertices of w, respectively. If A
is irreducible, say that vertices vi and vj in V(A) are period equivalent if there is a
path w in G(A) with in(w) = vi and ter(w) = vj such that |w| is divisible by p = the
period of A. This defines an equivalence relation on V(A), and induces a partition
of V(A) into a disjoint union of p sets
V(A) = V0(A) t · · · t Vp−1(A).
The V i(A) are called the cyclically moving vertex sets of V(A). This partition of
V(A) induces a partition of ΣA into p sets
ΣA = Σ
0




where ΣiA = {x ∈ ΣA : in(x0) ∈ V i(A)}. The ΣiA are called the cyclically moving





for 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1. Each ΣiA is both invariant and mixing under σp.
3.2.4 Reducible shifts of finite type
Let A be as in section 3.2.2. The nonwandering set of ΣA, denoted NW (A),
is the closure of the set of periodic points in ΣA. The nonwandering set NW (A) is
an SFT, and is a disjoint union
NW (A) = C(A)1 t · · · t C(A)K ,
where each C(A)i is an irreducible SFT. The C(A)i are called the irreducible com-
ponents of ΣA. If K > 1, then ΣA is reducible.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let pi denote the period of C(A)i. Then C(A)i is partitioned
into cyclically moving subsets C(A)0i , . . . , C(A)
pi−1
i , each of which is both invariant
and mixing under σpi , as in Section 3.2.3. Therefore we can find li ≥ 1 such that
if q and q′ are any two vertices in the same cyclically moving subset of the graph
G(C(A)i), then there exists a path w in G(C(A)i) of length |w| = pi · li such that
in(w) = q and ter(w) = q′. Such li is called a cyclic transition length for C(A)i.
3.3 Homomorphisms between irreducible SFTs
Let S and T be subshifts. Write S
PER−→ T if, for each periodic point x ∈ S of
period p, there is a periodic point y ∈ T of period q, such that q divides p.
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Theorem 3.3.1. Given irreducible SFTs S and T , there exists a homomorphism
f : S → T if and only if S PER−→ T . Moreover, assuming S PER−→ T , then given any
pair of cyclically moving subsets S0 and T 0 in S and T respectively, f : S → T may
be chosen so that f(S0) ⊂ T 0.
Proof. If f : S → T is a block code and x ∈ S is a periodic point of period p, then
f(x) ∈ T must be a periodic point of some period dividing p, by the σ-equivariance
of f .
Conversely, first suppose S
PER−→ T and T is mixing. In this case, let S be the
empty subshift, and let f : S → T be the empty homomorphism. By [10, Extension
Lemma 2.4], f extends to a homomorphism f : S → T .
Now suppose S
PER−→ T where T is no longer assumed to be mixing. Decompose
S and T into disjoint unions of cyclically moving subsets, each of which is invariant
and mixing under the pth power of the shift, where p is the period of S (the period
of T divides p by assumption). Fix cyclically moving subsets S0 of S and T 0 of T ,
and let X = (S0, σp) and Y = (T 0, σp). Then X
PER−→ Y and Y is mixing so, by
the previous paragraph, there exists a homomorphism f0 : X → Y . Every other
cyclically moving subset of S is equal to σi(S0) for some unique 1 ≤ i < p. So
define a homomorphism fi on σ
i(S0) by fi = σ
i ◦ f0 ◦ σ−i, and define f : S → T by
f(x) = fi(x) where x ∈ σi(S0).
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3.4 Extending homomorphisms defined on a nonwandering set
Let ΣA be a reducible edge shift. Write the nonwandering set NW (A) =
C(A)1t· · ·tC(A)K as a disjoint union of irreducible components, and let pi denote
the period of C(A)i. Fix in each C(A)i one cyclically moving subset C(A)
0
i , and
enumerate the remaining cyclically moving subsets in C(A)i by C(A)
1
i , . . . , C(A)
pi−1
i ,
where C(A)ki = σ
k(C(A)0i ).
Given this enumeration of the cyclically moving subsets, for each i, j, define
the set of connection paths from C(A)i to C(A)j, denoted CPA(i, j), to be the set of
paths in G(A) of the form x0 · · ·xt−1 which have initial vertex in some C(A)si , and
terminal vertex in some C(A)rj . The number s+ t− r, taken mod gcd(pi, pj), is the
phase change of the path x0 · · ·xt−1.
Now define a K ×K matrix PA as follows. The entries of PA are sets. Specif-
ically, PA(i, j) ⊂ Zgcd(pi,pj) is the set of phase changes of paths in CP (Ai, Aj). Let
M(A) denote the set of phase matrices for A. Note that the finitely many possible
enumerations of the cyclically moving subsets determine the finitely many matrices
in M(A). By a phase matrix for A we mean a matrix PA determined by some
enumeration of cyclically moving subsets.
Given x and x′ in ΣA, say that x and x
′ are backwardly asymptotic if there
exists k ∈ Z such that xi = x′i for all i ≤ k, and forwardly asymptotic if there exists
k ∈ Z such that xi = x′i for all i ≥ k.
Remark 3.4.1. Let PA be a phase matrix for A. Then c ∈ PA(i, j) if and only if
there exist x, y and z in ΣA such that
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• z is backwardly asymptotic to x and forwardly asymptotic to y,
• x ∈ C(A)si and y ∈ C(A)rj , and
• s− r ≡ c mod gcd(pi, pj).
It follows that, if φ : ΣA → ΣC is an isomorphism which respects the numberings
of the irreducible components and cyclically moving subsets, then the associated
phase matrices PA and PC are equal. In particular, the set M(A) of possible phase
matrices for A is an isomorphism invariant.











• // v02 77 v12
kk
Let C(A)1 correspond to the cycle on the left and let C(A)2 correspond to the
cycle on the right. Choose the cyclically moving subset C(A)01 to be those points
x ∈ C(A)1 such that the initial vertex of x0 is v01, and C(A)02 to be those points






Remark 3.4.3. Let D(A) denote the set of K×K diagonal matrices D, where each
D(i, i) is an element of the group Zpi . Note that, if M and M ′ are any two phase
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matrices in M(A), then there is a matrix D ∈ D(A) such that M ′ = DMD−1, by
which we mean that, for each i, j,
M ′(i, j) = {D(i, i) + s−D(j, j) : s ∈M(i, j)}. (3.4.4)
Conversely, given M ∈ M(A) and D ∈ D(A), the matrix DMD−1 is in M(A).
Thus the set M(A) is computable via the following finite process:
1. Arbitrarily choose an enumeration of the cyclically moving subsets for A.
2. Construct the phase matrix PA for this choice, as defined above, and include
this PA in M(A).
3. For each D ∈ D(A), add to M(A) the matrix DPAD−1.
Now let ΣB be another reducible edge shift with nonwandering set NW (B) =
C(B)1 t · · · t C(B)L, and let qi denote the period of the irreducible component
C(B)i. Suppose there exists a homomorphism f0 : NW (A) → NW (B). Then f0
induces a set function g : {1, . . . , K} → {1, . . . , L} by the following rule: C(B)g(i)
is the irreducible component of ΣB which contains f0(C(A)i).
In each irreducible component C(B)i, arbitrarily choose one cyclically moving
subset C(B)0i , and enumerate the remaining cyclically moving subsets in C(B)i by
C(B)ki = σ
k(C(B)0i ). Let PB be the phase matrix determined by this choice. Say
that a phase matrix PA for A is compatible with (PB, f0) if PA is the phase matrix
determined by a choice of the cyclically moving subsets C(A)0i in C(A)i such that
each f0(C(A)
0
i ) ⊂ C(B)0g(i). For such PA let PA be the matrix such that each
PA(i, j) is the set of elements in PA(i, j) taken mod gcd(qg(i), qg(j)).
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Theorem 3.4.5. Let ΣA and ΣB be reducible edge shifts, as above, and let f0 :
NW (A) → NW (B) be a homomorphism. Let g : {1, . . . , K} → {1, . . . , L} be the
set function induced by f0. Choose a phase matrix PB for B, and let PA be a phase
matrix for A compatible with (PB, f0).
Then f0 extends to a homomorphism f : ΣA → ΣB if and only if each PA(i, j)
is contained in PB(g(i), g(j)).
Proof. Suppose f0 extends to f : ΣA → ΣB. Let c ∈ PA(i, j) and let c ∈ PA(i, j)
satisfy c ≡ c mod gcd(qg(i), qg(j)). By Remark 3.4.1 there exist x, y and z in ΣA
such that
• z is backwardly asymptotic to x and forwardly asymptotic to y,
• x ∈ C(A)si and y ∈ C(A)rj , and
• s− r ≡ c mod gcd(pi, pj).
Let s (r, respectively) denote s (r, resp.) taken modulo qg(i) (qg(j), resp.). Then
• f(z) is backwardly asymptotic to f(x) and forwardly asymptotic to f(y),
• f(x) ∈ C(B)sg(i) and f(y) ∈ C(B)rg(j), and
• s− r ≡ c mod gcd(qg(i), qg(j)).
Hence c ∈ PB(g(i), g(j)).
For the converse first note that we may assume, without loss of generality, that
f0 is one-block. For, if not, then we can choose an SFT ΣC and an isomorphism
ϕ : ΣC → ΣA such that f0◦ϕ|NW (C) is one-block. The isomorphism ϕ can be taken to
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respect the numberings of the irreducible components and cyclically moving subsets,
which implies PC = PA, by Remark 3.4.1. It follows that f0 extends to all of ΣA if
and only if f0 ◦ ϕ|NW (C) extends to all of ΣC .
For the converse, we will use the following.
Claim 3.4.6. Suppose each PA(i, j) ⊂ PB(g(i), g(j)). Then there exists M > 0
such that, for each i, j and for each path Q ∈ CPA(i, j) of length |Q| ≥ M , there
exists a path Q′ ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j)) such that |Q′| = |Q|, in(Q′) = f0(in(Q)), and
ter(Q′) = f0(ter(Q)).
To prove Claim 3.4.6, first recall that each C(A)i has a cyclic transition length
li. WLOG assume that li is a cyclic transition length for C(B)g(i) as well. (If not,









Note that if v and v′ are any two vertices in the same cyclically moving subset of
some C(B)g(i), then there is a path in C(B)g(i) of length lp from v to v
′.
Next, pick T large enough so that, for each i, j and for each c ∈ PA(i, j), there
exists a path Q ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j)) of length at most T with phase change c.
Then, for each i, j, pick Ri,j large enough so that all integers r greater than
Ri,j and divisible by gcd(qg(i), qg(j)) are contained in the N-ideal
< qg(i), qg(j) >N := {mqg(i) + nqg(j) : m ∈ N, n ∈ N}.
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Let R = maxi,j Ri,j, and set
M = T +R + 2lp+ 2 max
i
qg(i).
To see that M satisfies the requirements of Claim 3.4.6, let Q ∈ CPA(i, j) have
length |Q| ≥M and phase change c. Assume that in(Q) is in some C(A)si and ter(Q)
is in some C(A)rj , so that c ≡ s+ |Q|−r mod gcd(pi, pj). Let Q1 ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j))
have phase change c ≡ c mod gcd(qg(i), qg(j)) and |Q1| ≤ T .
Extend Q1 to the left in G(C(B)g(i)) by at most qg(i) and to the right in
G(C(B)g(j)) by at most qg(j) to a path Q2 ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j)) with in(Q2) ∈ C(B)sg(i)
and ter(Q2) ∈ C(B)rg(j), where s ≡ s mod qg(i) and r ≡ r mod qg(j). Note that Q2
has phase change c. Also, |Q| − 2lp− |Q2| is divisible by gcd(qg(i), qg(j)) and greater
than R, so
|Q| − 2lp− |Q2| ∈ < qg(i), qg(j) >N .
Hence
|Q| − 2lp = |Q2|+ aqg(i) + bqg(j)
for some a, b ≥ 0. So we may extend Q2 to the left in G(C(B)g(i)) by aqg(i) and to
the right in G(C(B)g(j)) by bqg(j) to a path Q3 ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j)) with
• in(Q3) ∈ C(B)sg(i),
• ter(Q3) ∈ C(B)rg(j), and
• |Q| = |Q3|+ 2lp.
Finally, by choice of l, we may extend Q3 to the left in G(C(B)g(i)) by lp and to the
right in G(C(B)g(j)) by lp to a path Q′ ∈ CPB(g(i), g(j)) with
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• in(Q′) = f0(in(Q)),
• ter(Q′) = f0(ter(Q)), and
• |Q| = |Q′|.
This completes the proof of Claim 3.4.6
Now define f : ΣA → ΣB as follows. Let M > 0 be as in Claim 3.4.6, and let
Q → Q′ be a chosen associated map on connection paths Q of length at least M .
Consider the set of paths VWX in G(A) which satisfy
1. V is in a component C(A)i and |V | = M ,
2. X is in a component C(A)j and |X| = M ,
3. the only C(A)i-vertex of W is its initial vertex, and the only C(A)j-vertex of
W is its terminal vertex, and
4. W does not contain any path of length M from NW (A).
Let x ∈ ΣA. For each k ∈ Z such that x[k, k+ |VWX|−1] is a path satisfying
(1)− (4) above, set f(x)[k, k + |VW | − 1] = (VW )′. Elsewhere in x, define f(x)i =
f0(x)i. As there is an upper bound on the lengths of paths VWX which satisfy
(1)− (4) above, f is a homomorphism. By construction, f0 is the restriction of f to
NW (A).
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3.5 Homomorphisms between reducible SFTs
Our main theorem below characterizes when there exists a homomorphism
between arbitrary SFTs.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let ΣA and ΣB be reducible edge shifts with nonwandering sets
NW (A) = C(A)1 t · · · t C(A)K and NW (B) = C(B)1 t · · · t C(B)L. Let PB be a
phase matrix for B. Then there exists a homomorphism f : ΣA → ΣB if and only if
we may choose a set function g : {1, . . . , K} → {1, . . . , L} and a phase matrix PA
for A such that, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K,
1. C(A)i
PER−→ C(B)g(i), and
2. PA(i, j) ⊂ PB(g(i), g(j)).
Proof. Given a homomorphism f : ΣA → ΣB, let C(B)g(i) be the irreducible com-
ponent of ΣB containing f(C(A)i). This defines a set function g : {1, . . . , K} →
{1, . . . , L}. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, f |C(A)i : C(A)i → C(B)g(i) is a homomorphism,
so C(A)i
PER−→ C(B)g(i), by Theorem 3.3.1.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ L and i ∈ g−1(j), choose C(A)0i to be a cyclically moving subset of
C(A)i such that f(C(A)
0
i ) ⊂ C(B)0j . Let PA be the phase matrix for A induced by
this choice of the cyclically moving subsets C(A)0i in C(A)i. Then PA is compatible
with (PB, f0), where f0 = f |NW (A). By Theorem 3.4.5 each PA(i, j) ⊂ PB(g(i), g(j)).
Conversely suppose we may choose a set function g : {1, . . . , K} → {1, . . . , L}
and a phase matrix PA for A such that conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.5.1
are satisfied for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K. By condition (1) and Theorem 3.3.1, there exists a
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homomorphism f0 : NW (A) → NW (B) such that C(B)g(i) is the irreducible com-
ponent of ΣB containing f0(C(A)i). Moreover, by Theorem 3.3.1, f0 may be chosen
so that each C(B)0g(i) contains f0(C(A)
0
i ) (i.e. PA is compatible with (PB, f0)). It
then follows from Theorem 3.4.5 that f0 extends to a homomorphism f : ΣA → ΣB.
3.6 Weak equivalence of SFTs
Definition 3.6.1. Let S and T be subshifts. If ϕ : Σn → Σm is a homomor-
phism between full shifts Σn and Σm which contain S and T respectively, such that
ϕ−1(T ) = S, then write ϕ : S
∼→ T . If such a ϕ exists, write S ∼→ T
Definition 3.6.2 (Beal and Perrin). Subshifts S and T are weak equivalent if
S
∼→ T and T ∼→ S.
A flower shift is an SFT presented by a directed graph made up of loops that
all begin and end at a single vertex. If the lengths of the loops of a flower shift S are
s := (s1, . . . , sn), then we define < s >N to be the N-ideal s1N + · · · + snN. Given
flower shifts S and T , which define ideals < s >N and < t >N, Beal and Perrin [9]
prove that S and T are weak equivalent if and only if < s >N=< t >N.
Proposition 3.6.3. The following are equivalent for subshifts S and T .
1. S
∼→ T .
2. There exists an SFT S ′ containing S, a subshift T ′ containing T , and a ho-
momorphism f : S ′ → T ′ such that f−1(T ) = S.
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Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Let (f, S ′, T ′) be (ϕ,Σn,Σm) from Definition 3.6.1.
(2) ⇒ (1): Choose r ≥ 2 so that f is r-block. We may assume WLOG that
S ′ is a 1-step SFT, which means that a point x is in S ′ if and only if xixi+1 is an
allowed word of length 2 in S ′ for each i ∈ Z. Let Σn−1 and Σm−1 be full shifts
containing S ′ and T ′ respectively. Define an r-block homomorphism ϕ : Σn → Σm
by:
ϕ(x0 · · ·xr−1) =

f(x0 · · ·xr−1) if x0 · · ·xr−1 is allowed in S ′
m− 1 if x0 · · ·xr−1 is not allowed in S ′
Then ϕ : Σn → Σm is well-defined, and ϕ−1(T ) = S.
Theorem 3.6.4. Let S be an SFT and let T be a subshift. Then S
∼→ T if and only
if there exists a homomorphism f : S → T .
Proof. If ϕ : S
∼→ T , then f = ϕ|S is a homomorphism. Conversely, if f : S → T
is a homomorphism, then letting S ′ = S and T ′ = T , condition (2) of Proposition
3.6.3 is satisfied. Hence S
∼→ T .
The requirement that S be an SFT can not be removed from Theorem 3.6.4.
To see this note that, if S is a non-SFT subshift and T is an SFT, then it can not
be the case that S
∼→ T . However there are plenty of examples of homomorphisms
from non-SFT subshifts to SFT subshifts.
Corollary 3.6.5. Let S and T be SFTs. Then S and T are weak equivalent if and
only if there exist homomorphisms f : S → T and g : T → S.
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Corollary 3.6.5 follows directly from Theorem 3.6.4. Corollary 3.6.5 combined
with Theorem 3.5.1 provide a classification of weak equivalence for SFTs.
The next proposition is an easy observation which we record to further empha-
size the local nature of the weak equivalence relation. For a subshift S, let Wk(S)
denote the set of words of length k occurring in points in S. Given n ∈ N, let Sn
denote the largest SFT such that Wn(Sn) = Wn(S). If f : S → T is an R-block
homomorphism between subshifts then, for r ≥ R, the R-block rule defining f also
defines a homomorphism fr : Sr → Tr−R.
Proposition 3.6.6. Suppose ϕ : S
∼→ T , and let f = ϕ|S. Then there exists a
positive integer R such that, for all r ≥ R, fr is well-defined and f−1r (T ) = S.
Proof. We have ϕ : Σn → Σm for some n and m. Choose R so that ϕ is R-block.
Observe that S ⊂ SR ⊂ Σn because SR ⊂ S1 and S1 is the smallest full shift
containing S. Also ϕ|SR = fR because ϕ and f are defined by the same R-block
rule. Therefore ϕ|Sr = fr for all r ≥ R. We know ϕ−1(T ) = S, so (ϕ|Sr)−1(T ) = S
and hence f−1r (T ) = S for all r ≥ R.
Say that a homomorphism f defined on a subshift S is steady if there is an
SFT S ′ containing S such that f is well-defined on S ′, and f applied to S ′ has
the same image as does f . A subshift S is sofic if there exists an SFT R and an
epimorphism R→ S.
Remark 3.6.7. If S
∼→ T where S is a non-SFT subshift, then there exists a
homomorphism f : S → T which fails to be steady. This is true in particular if S
is strictly sofic. To see this, suppose ϕ : S
∼→ T and let f = ϕ|S. If f were steady,
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then there would exist an SFT S ′ containing S such that f is well-defined on S ′
and f(S ′) = T . Then, for all r sufficiently large, fr is well-defined and Sr ⊂ S ′, so
f−1r (T ) = Sr. But Sr 6= S because S is non-SFT, contradicting Proposition 3.6.6.
Remark 3.6.7 points to a seeming resemblance between Proposition 3.6.6 and
the following difficult open problem.
Problem 3.6.8. Give necessary and sufficient conditions for a homomorphism de-
fined on a sofic shift to be steady.
One motivation for Problem 3.6.8 is to characterize the limit sets of stable
cellular automaton maps. These limit sets are the subshifts T for which there exists
a cellular automaton map f and a positive integer r such that T = Image(f r) =
Image(f r+1). In [34], Maass studies such limit sets, and shows that they are precisely
the mixing sofic shifts S which contain a receptive fixed point and which admit a
steady epimorphism f : S → S.
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